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Abstract—Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a novel mobile network architecture which can address a number of challenges the operators face while trying to support growing end-user’s needs. The main idea behind C-RAN is to pool the Baseband Units (BBUs) from multiple base stations into centralized BBU Pool for statistical multiplexing gain, while shifting the burden to the high-speed wireline transmission of In-phase and Quadrature (IQ) data. C-RAN enables energy efficient network operation and possible cost savings on baseband resources. Furthermore, it improves network capacity by performing load balancing and cooperative processing of signals originating from several base stations. This article surveys the state-of-the-art literature on C-RAN. It can serve as a starting point for anyone willing to understand C-RAN architecture and advance the research on C-RAN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile data transmission volume is continuously rising. It is forecasted to grow 13-fold from 2012 until 2017 according to Cisco [1], with smart phones and tablet users driving the growth. Therefore, to satisfy growing user demands, mobile network operators have to increase network capacity. As spectral efficiency for the Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard is approaching the Shannon limit, the most prominent way to increase network capacity is by either adding more cells, creating a complex structure of Heterogeneous and Small cell Networks (HetSNets) [2] or by implementing techniques such as multiuser Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [3] as well as Massive MIMO [4], where numerous antennas simultaneously serve a number of users in the same time-frequency resource. However, this results in growing inter-cell interference levels and high costs.

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) in mobile networks includes CAPEX (CAPEX is the cost of network construction which may span from network planning to site acquisition, RF hardware, baseband hardware, software licenses, leased line connections, installation, civil cost and site support, like power and cooling. OPEX covers the cost needed to operate the network, i.e., site rental, leased line, electricity, operation and maintenance as well as upgrade [5]. CAPEX and OPEX are increasing significantly when more base stations are deployed. More specifically, CAPEX increases as base stations are the most expensive components of a wireless network infrastructure, while OPEX increases as cell sites demand a considerable amount of power to operate, e.g., China Mobile estimates 72% of total power consumption originates from the cell sites [6]. Mobile network operators need to cover the expenses for network construction, operation, maintenance and upgrade; meanwhile, the Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) stays flat or even decreases over time, as the typical user is more and more data-hungry but expects to pay less for data usage. As presented in Figure 1 [7], mobile operators are facing cases (2014-2015) where network cost may exceed revenues if no remedial actions are taken [8]. Therefore, novel architectures that optimize cost and energy consumption become a necessity in the field of mobile network.

C-RAN is a novel mobile network architecture, which has the potential to answer the above mentioned challenges. The concept was first proposed in [9] and described in detail in [6]. In C-RAN, baseband processing is centralized and shared among sites in a virtualized BBU Pool. This means that it is able to adapt to non-uniform traffic and utilizes the resources, i.e., base stations, more efficiently. Due to that fact that fewer BBUs are needed in C-RAN compared to the traditional architecture, C-RAN has also the potential to decrease the cost of network operation, because power and energy consumption are reduced compared to the traditional RAN architecture. New BBUs can be added and upgraded easily, thereby improving scalability and easing network maintenance. Virtualized BBU Pool can be shared by different network operators, allowing

Fig. 1: Costs vs revenues in mobile networks.
them to rent Radio Access Network (RAN) as a cloud service. As BBU from many sites are co-located in one pool, they can interact with lower delays – therefore mechanisms introduced for LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) to increase spectral efficiency and throughput, such as enhanced ICIC (eICIC) and Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) are greatly facilitated. Methods for implementing load balancing between the cells are also facilitated. Furthermore, network performance is improved, e.g., by reducing delay during intra-BBU Pool handover.

C-RAN architecture is targeted by mobile network operators, as envisioned by China Mobile Research Institute [6], IBM [9], Alcatel-Lucent [10], Huawei [11], ZTE [12], Nokia Siemens Networks [5], Intel [13] and Texas Instruments [14]. Moreover, C-RAN is seen as typical realization of mobile network supporting soft and green technologies in fifth generation (5G) mobile network in year 2020 horizon [15]. However, C-RAN is not the only candidate architecture that can answer the challenges faced by mobile network operators. Other solutions include small cells, being part of HetS Nets and Massive MIMO. Small cells deployments are the main competitors for outdoor hot spot as well as indoor coverage scenarios. All-in-one small footprint solutions like Alcatel-Lucent’s LightRadio can host all base station functionalities in a few liters box. They can be placed outdoors reducing cost of operation associated to cooling and cell site rental. However, they will be underutilized during low-activity periods and can not employ collaborative functionalities as well as C-RAN can do. Moreover, they are more difficult to upgrade and repair than C-RAN. Brief comparison between C-RAN, Massive MIMO and HetS Nets is outlined in [2]. Liu et al. in [16] prove that energy efficiency of large scale Small Cell Networks is higher compared with Massive MIMO. Furthermore, cost evaluation on different options needs to be performed in order for a mobile network operator to choose an optimal solution. Comparison of TCO including CAPEX and OPEX over 8 years of traditional LTE macro base station, LTE C-RAN and LTE small cell shows that the total transport cost per Mbps is highest for macro cell deployment - 2200$, medium for C-RAN - 1800$ and 3 times smaller for small cell - 600$ [17]. Therefore the author concludes that C-RAN needs to achieve significant benefits to overcome such a high transportation cost. Collaborative techniques such as CoMP and eICIC can be implemented in small cells giving higher benefits in HetNet configuration instead of C-RAN. The author envisions that C-RAN might be considered for special cases like stadium coverage. However, C-RAN is attractive for operators that have free/cheap fiber resources available.

This article surveys the state-of-the-art literature published on C-RAN and its implementation. Such input helps mobile network operators to make an optimal choice on deployment strategies. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce the fundamental aspects of C-RAN architecture. Moreover, in Section III we discuss in detail the advantages of this architecture along with the challenges that need to be overcome before fully exploiting its benefits in Section IV. In Section V we also present a number of constraints in regards to the transport network capacity imposed by C-RAN and discuss possible solutions, such as the utilization of compression schemes. In Sections VI, VII we give an overview of the state-of-the-art hardware solutions that are needed to deliver C-RAN from the radio, baseband and network sides. As the BBU Pool needs to be treated as a single entity, in Section VIII we present an overview of virtualization techniques that can be deployed inside a BBU Pool. In Section IX we evaluate possible deployment scenarios of C-RAN. In Section X we summarize ongoing work on C-RAN and give examples of first field trials and prototypes. Section XI concludes the paper.

II. WHAT IS C-RAN? BASE STATION ARCHITECTURE EVOLUTION

C-RAN is a network architecture where baseband resources are pooled, so that they can be shared between base stations. Figure 2 gives an overview of the overall C-RAN architecture. This section gives an introduction to base station evolution and the basis of the C-RAN concept.

The area which a mobile network covers is divided into cells, therefore mobile networks are often called cellular networks. Traditionally, in cellular networks, users communicate with a base station that serves the cell under coverage of which they are located. The main functions of a base station can be divided into baseband processing and radio functionalities. The main sub-functions of baseband processing module are shown in left side of Figure 3. Among those we find coding, modulation, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), etc. The radio module is responsible for digital processing, frequency filtering and power amplification.

A. Traditional architecture

In the traditional architecture, radio and baseband processing functionality is integrated inside a base station. The antenna module is generally located in the proximity (few meters) of the radio module as shown in Figure 4a as coaxial cables employed to connect them exhibit high losses. X2 interface is defined between base stations, S1 interface connects a base station with mobile core network. This architecture was popular for 1G and 2G mobile networks deployment.

B. Base station with RRH

In a base station with Remote Radio Head (RRH) architecture, the base station is separated into a radio unit and a signal processing unit, as shown in Figure 4b. The radio unit is called a RRH or Remote Radio Unit (RRU). RRH provides the interface to the fiber and performs digital processing, digital to analog conversion, analog to digital conversion, power amplification and filtering [18]. The baseband signal processing part is called a BBU or Data Unit (DU). More about BBU can be found in Chapter 16 of [19]. Interconnection and function split between BBU and RRH are depicted in Figure 3. This architecture was introduced when 3G networks were being deployed and right now the majority of base stations use it.

The distance between a RRH and a BBU can be extended up to 40 km, where the limitation is coming from processing and propagation delay. Optical fiber and microwave connections
Fig. 2: Statistical multiplexing gain in C-RAN architecture for mobile networks.

Fig. 3: Base station functionalities. Exemplary baseband processing functionalities inside BBU are presented for LTE implementation. Connection to RF part and sub modules of RRH are shown.

In this architecture, the BBU equipment can be placed in a more convenient, easily accessible place, enabling cost savings on site rental and maintenance compared to the traditional RAN architecture, where a BBU needs to be placed close to the antenna. RRHs can be placed on poles or rooftops, leveraging efficient cooling and saving on air-conditioning in BBU housing. RRHs are statically assigned to BBUs similarly to the traditional RAN. One BBU can serve many RRHs. RRHs can be connected to each other in a so called daisy chained architecture. An Ir interface is defined, which connects RRH and BBU.

Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [20] is the radio interface protocol widely used for IQ data transmission between RRHs and BBUs - on Ir interface. It is a constant bit rate, bidirectional protocol that requires accurate synchronization and strict latency control. Other protocols that can be used are Open Base Station Architecture Initiative (OBSAI) [21] and Open Radio equipment Interface (ORI) [22], [23].

C. Centralized base station architecture - C-RAN

In C-RAN, in order to optimize BBU utilization between heavily and lightly loaded base stations, the BBUs are centralized into one entity that is called a BBU/DU Pool/Hotel. A BBU Pool is shared between cell sites and virtualized as shown in Figure 4c. A BBU Pool is a virtualized cluster which can consist of general purpose processors to perform baseband (PHY/MAC) processing. X2 interface in a new form, often referred to as X2+ organizes inter-cluster communication.

The concept of C-RAN was first introduced by IBM [9] under the name Wireless Network Cloud (WNC) and builds on the concept of Distributed Wireless Communication System [24]. In [24] Zhou et al. propose a mobile network architecture in which a user communicates with densely placed distributed antennas and the signal is processed by Distributed Processing
C-RAN is the term used now to describe this architecture, where the letter C can be interpreted as: Cloud, Centralized processing, Cooperative radio, Collaborative or Clean.

Figure 5 shows an example of a C-RAN mobile LTE network. The fronthaul part of the network spans from the RRHs sites to the BBU Pool. The backhaul connects the BBU Pool with the mobile core network. At a remote site, RRHs are co-located with the antennas. RRHs are connected to the high performance processors in the BBU Pool through low latency, high bandwidth optical transport links. Digital baseband, i.e., IQ samples, are sent between a RRH and a BBU.

Table I compares traditional base station, base station with RRH and base station in C-RAN architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Radio and baseband functionalities</th>
<th>Problem it addresses</th>
<th>Problems it causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional base station</td>
<td>Co-located in one unit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>High power consumption. Resources are underutilized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base station with RRH</td>
<td>Spitted between RRH and BBU. RRH is placed together with antenna at the remote site. BBU located within 20-40 km away. Generally deployed nowadays</td>
<td>Lower power consumption. More convenient placement of BBU</td>
<td>Resources are underutilized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-RAN</td>
<td>Spitted into RRH and BBU. RRH is placed together with antenna at the remote site. BBU’s from many sites are co-located in the pool within 20-40 km away. Possibly deployed in the future</td>
<td>Even lower power consumption. Lower number of BBUs needed - cost reduction</td>
<td>Considerable transport resources between RRH and BBU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Base station architecture evolution.
operators can offer users more attractive Service Level Agreements (SLAs), as the response time of application servers is noticeably shorter if data is cached in BBU Pool [25]. Network operators can partner with third-party service developers to host servers for applications, locating them in the cloud - in the BBU Pool [26]. In this section we describe and motivate advantages of C-RAN: A. Adaptability to nonuniform traffic and scalability, B. Energy and cost savings, C. Increase of throughput, decrease of delays as well as D. Ease in network upgrades and maintenance.

A. Adaptability to nonuniform traffic and scalability

Typically, during a day, users are moving between different areas, e.g., residential and office. Figure 6 illustrates how the network load varies throughout the day. Base stations are often dimensioned for busy hours, which means that when users move from office to residential areas, the huge amount of processing power is wasted in the areas from which the users have moved. Peak traffic load can be even 10 times higher than during off-peak hours [6]. In each cell, daily traffic distribution varies, and the peaks of traffic occur at different hours. Since in C-RAN baseband processing of multiple cells is carried out in the centralized BBU pool, the overall utilization rate can be improved. The required baseband processing capacity of the pool is expected to be smaller than the sum of capacities of single base stations. The ratio of sum of single base stations capacity to the capacity required in the pool is called statistical multiplexing gain.

In [27] an analysis on statistical multiplexing gain is performed as a function of cell layout. The analysis shows that in the Tokyo metropolitan area, the number of BBUs can be reduced by 75% compared to the traditional RAN architecture. In [28] Madhavan et al. quantify the multiplexing gain of consolidating WiMAX base stations in different traffic conditions. The gain increases linearly with network size and it is higher when base stations are experiencing higher traffic intensity. In our previous work [29] we present initial evaluation of statistical multiplexing gain of BBUs in C-RAN. The paper concludes that 4 times less BBUs are needed for user data processing in a C-RAN compared to a traditional RAN for specific traffic patterns, making assumptions of the number of base stations serving different types of areas. The model does not include mobile standard protocols processing. After including protocol processing in [30] we concluded that the statistical multiplexing gain varies between 1.2 and 1.6 depending on traffic mix, thereby enabling saving of 17% - 38%. In [31] Bhaumik et al. show that the centralized architecture can potentially result in savings of at least 22% in compute resources by exploiting the variations in the processing load across base stations. Results have been evaluated experimentally. In [32] Werthmann et al. prove that the data traffic influences the variance of the compute resource utilization, which in consequence leads to significant multiplexing gains if multiple sectors are aggregated into one single cloud base station. Aggregation of 57 sectors in a single BBU Pool saves more than 25% of the compute resources. Moreover, the user distribution has a strong influence on the utilization of the compute resources. The results of last three works converge giving around 25% of potential savings on baseband resources.

Statistical multiplexing gain can be maximized by employing a flexible, reconfigurable mapping between RRH and BBU adjusting to different traffic profiles [33]. Statistical multiplexing gain depends on the traffic, therefore it can be maximized by connecting RRHs with particular traffic profiles to different BBU Pools [30].

Coverage upgrades simply require the connection of new RRHs to the already existing BBU Pool. To enhance network capacity, existing cells can then be split, or additional RRHs can be added to the BBU Pool, which increases network flexibility. Deployment of new cells is in general more easily accepted by local communities, as only a small device needs to be installed on site (RRH) and not a bulky base station. If the overall network capacity shall be increased, this can be easily achieved by upgrading the BBU Pool, either by adding more hardware or exchanging existing BBUs with more powerful ones.

As BBUs from a large area will be co-located in the same BBU Pool, load balancing features can be enabled with advanced algorithms on both the BBU side and the cells side. On the BBU side, BBUs already form one entity, therefore load balancing is a matter of assigning proper BBU resources within a pool. On the cells side, users can be switched between cells without constraints if the BBU Pool has capacity to support them, as capacity can be assigned dynamically from the pool.

B. Energy and cost savings coming from statistical multiplexing gain in BBU Pool

By deploying C-RAN, energy, and as a consequence, cost savings, can be achieved [34]. 80% of the CAPEX is spent on RAN [6], therefore it is important to work towards reducing it.

Energy in mobile network is spent on power amplifiers, supplying RRH and BBU with power and air conditioning. 41% of OPEX on a cell site is spent on electricity [6]. Employing C-RAN offers potential reduction of electricity cost, as the number of BBUs in a C-RAN is reduced compared to a traditional RAN. Moreover, in the lower traffic period,
e.g. during the night, some BBUs in the pool can be switched off not affecting overall network coverage. Another important factor is the decrease of cooling resources, which takes 46% of cell site power consumption [6]. Due to the usage of RRHs air conditioning of radio module can be decreased as RRHs are naturally cooled by air hanging on masts or building walls, as depicted in Figure 4. ZTE estimates that C-RAN enables 67%-80% power savings compared with traditional RAN architecture, depending on how many cells one BBU Pool covers [12], which stays in line with China Mobile research claiming 71% power savings [35].

Civil work on remote sites can be reduced by gathering equipment in a central room, which contributes to additional OPEX savings.

In total, 15% CAPEX and 50% OPEX savings are envisioned comparing to RAN with RRH [35] or traditional RAN architecture [36]. However, the cost of leasing the fiber connection to the site may increase CAPEX. IQ signal transported between RRHs and BBUs brings up a significant overhead. Consequently, the installment and operation of transport network causes considerable costs for operators.

C. Increase of throughput, decrease of delays

The next generation mobile network, envisaged to eventually replace the 3G networks is called LTE and has been standardized by Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (in Release 8 and onwards of the standards). See [37] for a comprehensive overview. LTE-A is the latest mobile network standard prepared by the 3GPP in Release 10 - 12 of the standards. Any mobile network standard could potentially be deployed in a C-RAN architecture. However, as LTE is currently deployed all over the world, LTE and LTE-A are the most prominent standards to be deployed as C-RANs. This section introduces LTE radio access scheme and mechanisms proposed for LTE-A - eICIC and CoMP. Because of pooling of BBU resources in a C-RAN, those features are greatly facilitated, as signal processing from many cells can be done over one BBU Pool, easing the implementation and reducing processing and transmitting delays. Good understanding of eICIC and CoMP helps to conclude about the opportunities that C-RAN offers.

LTE operates with shared resources only. There is a scheduler in the base station (called evolved Node B (eNB) in LTE) that takes care of all resource allocation/assignments. A key feature in LTE is the radio access scheme based on Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). The basic idea in OFDMA is to use a large number of densely spaced, orthogonal carriers. Resources can be dynamically allocated both in the frequency and time domain. This gives a very flexible utilization of the available resources.

LTE systems generally use a frequency reuse factor of 1, meaning that all cells operate at the same frequency. Hence, inter-cell interference is particularly high in such systems. This is observed as a very high ratio (up to a factor of 10) between peak throughput and cell edge throughput.

Basically, there are two approaches to address the interference issue: minimizing interference and exploiting interference paths constructively.

1) Minimizing inter cell interference: Inter cell interference can be avoided either statically or dynamically in time, frequency and power domain. An obvious, static solution is not to use co-channel deployment, i.e., simply by using different frequencies in adjacent cells. This is called hard frequency reuse, and has the advantage that it avoids X2 signaling almost entirely. Fractional frequency reuse can also be used (static and dynamic approaches are commonly used, see e.g., [38]). However, as the frequency resources on lower bands are scarce it is better to use other solutions rather than the ones involving frequency reuse. Therefore, this section focuses on the case where the same frequency resources are being used in all cells.

In Release 8, Inter-cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) was introduced. In this scheme UEs can report back to the eNB in case they experience strong interference on certain sub-carriers. The eNB can then (by using the X2 interface) coordinate with the neighboring cell so that these sub-carriers are not used for that particular mobile, as shown in Figure 7. It is important to note here, that this is applied to cell-edge mobiles only. Near the center of the cell there is no interference and the full resource (i.e., entire frequency band) set can be utilized.

The scheme works in uplink (UL) as well as downlink (DL). In DL the eNBs can exchange the so called RNTPs (Relative Narrowband Transmit Power) which is a bitmap containing information on the transmit power on each RB. In the UL there are reactive, using OI (Overload Indicators) and proactive, using HII (High Interference Indicators) methods. For a detailed description see e.g., chapter 12 in [39].

This solution is relatively simple and requires no synchronization of eNBs, only load and scheduling information need to be exchanged. The disadvantage is that the scheduler operating in each eNB can make less optimal scheduling decisions if it has to take neighbor cell interference into account. Moreover, the control channels still interfere, as they are sent on fixed resources. This scheme is slow enough to operate seamlessly on networks with a distributed base station architecture.

In Release 10 eICIC was introduced. eICIC exploits the time domain by introducing ABS (Almost Blank Sub-frames) meaning that particular sub-frames are muted. (In fact they are
not muted completely. To make them backwards compatible with Release 8, some signals, e.g., CRS (Common Reference Signal) is still being transmitted, hence the name almost blank. If one transmission is muted, there will be (almost) no interference and this interference-free time interval can now be used to send important information, e.g., signaling and reference signals. The actual muting pattern to use is being coordinated between the eNBs by using the X2 interface. The eICIC concept is standardized, but the actual muting patterns and the algorithms to select them are not.

The power domain can also be exploited to alleviate interference problems. These methods are applicable primarily in the UL direction in HetNet scenarios. The concept is simply to dynamically control the transmit power of the mobile station and in this manner manage interference between the pico and macro layers.

2) Utilizing interference paths constructively: The most advanced way of dealing with inter-cell interference is called CoMP, which relies on the fundamental idea to turn interference into a useful signal. This increases the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at the mobile, which again turns into higher achievable bit rates. It is included in Release 11 of the specifications [40], [41], [42].

With CoMP several cells, grouped in a so-called CoMP-set, cooperate on serving one user or a group of users, based on feedback from the mobile(s). Especially in DL this requires tight synchronization and coordination among the base stations in a CoMP set.

The simplest CoMP implementation can be seen as an extension of ICIC. Here one mobile only receives transmission from one eNB (called the serving cell) while the remaining eNBs in the CoMP set aid in avoiding interference. They do that by not using particular sub-carriers (CS - Coordinated Scheduling) and/or utilizing special, e.g., beamforming, antennas (CB - Coordinated Beamforming). Thus, the gain here is that all cells in the CoMP set jointly decide on how to do scheduling and beamforming in order to minimize interference for all users. CS/CB requires base station synchronization (0.05 ppm frequency and 0.5µs timing accuracy) similar to ordinary LTE system operation, as only one base station is actively transmitting to one user at a time.

An expansion of CS/CB is called Dynamic Cell Selection (DCS). In this case the data to be transmitted to a particular mobile is made available to all cells in a CoMP set. At a given point of time still only one eNB transmits to a mobile, but the cells coordinate which should do the actual transmission. This is advantageous as transmission can now be done from the eNB which has most favorable transmission path to the mobile. This scheme requires base station synchronization at the same level as CS/CB.

Joint Transmission (JT) [43], [42] is the most advanced CoMP scenario. In JT the data to be transmitted is also available to all cells in the CoMP set, but in this case, several cells jointly and coherently transmit to one user. It relies on very timely and accurate feedback from the terminal on the property of the combined channel from several base stations. In order to achieve this, a new set of CSI (Channel State Information) reference signal was developed and incorporated into the standards. In single user JT, several cells simply send the same information to one user. Therefore, instead of muting resources (as in ICIC), the same information is transmitted with exact timing to allow the signals to be combined coherently at the receiver and thus achieving a SINR gain. The disadvantage is of course that this takes up resources in several cells and thus effectively creates a reuse factor 1/3 system. This means that it is most suitable for lightly loaded systems. Single user JT can be combined with DCS, meaning that the CoMP set is dynamically changing. For heavily loaded systems JT can be expanded to multiuser JT, where groups of users are sharing (time-frequency) resources. This is, in essence, a combination of multi user MIMO and JT. This scheme requires tight base station synchronization (0.02 ppm frequency and 0.5µs timing accuracy) and it is thus beneficial to use in centralized (i.e., C-RAN) based network architectures.

From a performance point of view it turns out that DCS is the best scheme in case of 2x2 MIMO operation. Four transmit antennas are needed in order to take advantage of more elaborate schemes such as JT.

If all the cells within a CoMP set are served by one BBU Pool, then a single entity doing signal processing enables tighter interaction between base stations. Therefore interference can be kept to lower level and consequently the throughput can be increased [34]. It has been proven that combining clustering of cells with CoMP makes more efficient use of the radio bandwidth [44]. Moreover, ICIC can be implemented over a central unit - BBU Pool - optimizing transmission from many cells to multiple BBUs [43].

In [45] Huiyu et al. discuss the factors affecting the performance of CoMP with LTE-A in C-RAN UL, i.e., receiver algorithm, reference signals orthogonality and channel estimation, density and size of the network. In [6] authors present simulation results which compare spectrum efficiency of intra-cell and inter-cell JT to non-cooperative transmission. 13% and 20% increase in spectrum efficiency was observed, respectively. For a cell edge user, spectrum efficiency can increase by 75% and 119%, respectively. In [46] Li et al. introduce LTE UL CoMP joint processing and verify its operation on a C-RAN test bed around Ericsson offices in Beijing Significant gain was achieved at the cell edge both for intra-site CoMP and inter-site CoMP. Throughput gain is 30-50% when there is no interference and can reach 150% when interference is present. The authors have compared MRC (Maximum Ratio Combining) and full IRC (Interference Rejection Combining). Due to the reduction of X2 usage in C-RAN, real time CoMP can give 10-15% of joint processing gain, while real time ICIC enables 10-30% of multi cell Radio Resource Management (RRM) gain [5]. Performance of multiple-point JT and multiple-user joint scheduling has been analyzed for a non-ideal channel with carrier frequency offset [47]. When carrier frequency offset does not exceed ±3 ∼ 5ppb, C-RAN can achieve remarkable performance gain both on capacity and coverage even in non-ideal channel, i.e., 20%/52% for cell average/cell edge.

With the introduction of the BBU Pool cooperative techniques, as Multi-Cell MIMO [48] can be enhanced. This can be achieved due to tighter cooperation between base station within
a pool. In [49], Liu et al. present a downlink Antenna Selection Optimization scheme for MIMO based on C-RAN that showed advantages over traditional antenna selection schemes.

3) Decrease of the delays: The time needed to perform handovers is reduced as it can be done inside the BBU Pool instead of between eNBs. In [50] Liu et al. evaluate the improvement on handover performance in C-RAN and compare it with RAN with RRHs. In Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), the total average handover interrupt time is lower and the signaling is reduced due to better synchronization of BBUs. In Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) signaling, Iub transport bearer setup and transport bandwidth requirements are reduced, however, the performance improvement may not be sensed by the user. For LTE X2-based inter-eNB handover the delay and failure rate are decreased. Moreover, the general amount of signaling information sent to core mobile network is reduced, after being aggregated in the pool.

D. Ease in network upgrades and maintenance

C-RAN architecture with several co-located BBUs eases network maintenance: not only C-RAN capacity peaks and failure might be absorbed by BBU Pool automatic reconfiguration, therefore limiting the need for human intervention, but whenever hardware failures and upgrades are really required, human intervention is to be done only in a very few BBU pool locations. On the contrary for traditional RAN, the servicing may be required at as many cell sites as there are in the network. C-RAN with a virtualized BBU Pool gives a smooth way for introducing new standards, as hardware needs to be placed in few centralized locations. Therefore deploying it can be considered by operators as a part of their migration strategy.

Co-locating BBUs in BBU Pool enables more frequent CPU updates than in case when BBUs are located in remote sites. It is therefore possible to benefit from the IT technology improvements in CPU technology, be it frequency clock (Moore’s law) or energy efficiency (as currently seen in Intel mobile processor road map or ARM architecture).

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a well known technology that facilitates implementation in software of such radio functions like modulation/demodulation, signal generation, coding and link-layer protocols. The radio system can be designed to support multiple standards [51]. A possible framework for implementing software base stations that are remotely programmable, upgradable and customizable is presented in [52]. With such technology, C-RAN BBU Pool can support multi-standard multi-system radio communications configured in software. Upgrades to new frequencies and new standards can be done through software updates rather than hardware upgrades as it is often done today on non-compatible vertical solutions. Multi-mode base station is therefore expected to alleviate the cost of network development and Operations, Administration and Maintenance (OAM).

IV. CHALLENGES OF C-RAN

Before the commercial deployment of C-RAN architectures a number of challenges need to be addressed: A. High bandwidth, strict latency and jitter as well as low cost transport network needs to be available, B. Techniques on BBU cooperation, interconnection and clustering need to be developed as well as C. Virtualization techniques for BBU Pool need to be proposed. In this section we elaborate on those challenges. In the latter sections we present an ongoing work on possible technical solutions that enable C-RAN implementation (Section V, VI, VII and VIII). Figure 8 gives an overview of technical solutions addressed in the article.

A. A need for high bandwidth, strict latency and jitter as well as low cost transport network

C-RAN architecture brings a huge overhead on the optical links between RRH and BBU Pool. Comparing with backhaul requirements, the one on fronthaul are envisioned to be 50 times higher [43].

IQ data is sent between BBU and RRH as shown in Figure 3. The main contributors to the size of IQ data are: turbocoding (e.g., in UMTS and LTE 1:3 turbocode is used resulting in three times overhead), chosen radio interface (e.g., CPRI) IQ sample width and oversampling of LTE signal. For example, 30.72 MHz sampling frequency is standardized for 20 MHz LTE, which is more than 20 MHz needed according to Nyquist - Shannon sampling theorem. Total bandwidth depends also on number of sectors and MIMO configuration. Equation 1 summarizes factors that influence IQ bandwidth. Scenario of 20 MHz LTE, 15+1 CPRI IQ Sample width, 10/8 line coding, 2x2 MIMO transmission resulting in 2.5 Gbps bit rate in fronthaul link is often treated as a baseline scenario. Consequently, for 20 MHz 4x4 MIMO, 3 sector base station, the expected IQ throughput exceeds 10 Gbps. Examples on expected IQ bitrate between cell site and BBU in LTE-A, LTE, Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA) and GSM networks can be found in Table II. The centralized BBU Pool should support 10 - 1000 base station sites [6], therefore a vast amount of data needs to be carried towards it.

\[
IQ\text{Bandwidth} = \frac{\text{SamplingFrequency} \cdot \text{SampleWidth}}{2 \cdot \text{lineCoding} \cdot \text{MIMO} \cdot \text{noOfSectors}}
\]  

(1)
TABLE II: IQ bit rates between a cell site and centralized BBU Pool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell configuration</th>
<th>Bit rate</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MHz LTE, 15+1 CPRI IQ Sample width, 10x8 line coding, 2x2 MIMO, 3 sectors</td>
<td>2.5 Gbps</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x20 MHz LTE-A, 15 CPRI IQ Sample width, 2x2 MIMO, 3 sectors</td>
<td>13.8 Gbps</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 MHz LTE, 4x2 MIMO, 3 sectors</td>
<td>16.6 Gbps</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 MHz TD-SCDMA, 8Tx/8Rx antennas, 4 times sampling rate</td>
<td>330 Mbps</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD-SCDMA S444, 3 sectors</td>
<td>6 Gbps</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 kHz GSM, 2Tx/2Rx antennas, 4x sampling rate</td>
<td>25.6 Mbps</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transport network not only needs to support high bandwidth and be cost efficient, but also needs to support strict latency and jitter requirements. Below different constraints on delay and jitter are summarized:

1) The most advanced CoMP scheme, JT, introduced in section III-C requires 0.5µs timing accuracy in collaboration between base stations, which is the tightest constraint. However, it is easier to cope with synchronization challenges in C-RAN compared to traditional RAN due to the fact that BBUs are co-located in the BBU Pool.

2) According to [6], regardless of the delay caused by the cable length, round trip delay of user data may not exceed 5 µs, measured with the accuracy of ±16.276ns on each link or hop [20].

3) The sub-frame processing delay on a link between RRHs and BBU should be kept below 1 ms, in order to meet HARQ requirements. Due to the delay requirements of HARQ mechanism, generally maximum distance between RRH and BBU must not exceed 20-40 km [6].

Recommendations on transport network capacity can be found in section V.

B. BBU cooperation, interconnection and clustering

Cooperation between base stations is needed to support CoMP in terms of sharing the user data, scheduling at the base station and handling channel feedback information to deal with interference.

Co-location of many BBUs requires specific security and resilience mechanisms. Solutions enabling connection of BBUs shall be reliable, support high bandwidth and low latency, low cost with a flexible topology interconnecting RRHs. Thus, C-RAN must provide a reliability that is better or comparable to traditional optical networks like Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), which achieved high reliability due to their ring topology. Mechanisms like fiber ring network protection can be used.

Cells should be optimally clustered to be assigned to one BBU Pool, in order to achieve statistical multiplexing gain, facilitate CoMP, but also to prevent the BBU Pool and the transport network from overloading. One BBU Pool should support cells from different areas such as office, residential or commercial. After analyzing interferences a beneficial assignment of cells to one BBU Pool can be chosen.

To achieve optimal energy savings of the C-RAN, base stations need to be chosen in a way that will optimize the number of active RRHs/BBU units within the BBU Pool. Proper RRH aggregation and assignment to one BBU Pool can also facilitate CoMP [44].

To achieve optimal throughput on the cell edges cooperative transmission/reception schemes are needed to deal with large Inter Cell Interference (ICI), improving spectrum efficiency. The resource sharing algorithms have been developed by the research community. They need to be combined with an algorithm clustering the cells to reduce scheduling complexity. Therefore, the well-designed scheduler in C-RAN also has an impact on the spectrum efficiency [14].

In [27] Namba et al. propose an architecture of Colony RAN that can dynamically change the connections of BBUs and RRHs in respect to traffic demand. Semi-static and adaptive BBU-RRH switching schemes for C-RAN are presented and evaluated in [55], where it was proved that the number of BBUs can be reduced by 26% and 47% for semi-static and adaptive schemes, respectively, compared with the static assignment.

C. Virtualization technique

A virtualization technique needs to be proposed to distribute or group processing between virtual base station entities and sharing of resources among multiple operators. Any processing algorithm should be expected to work real time - dynamic processing capacity allocation is necessary to deal with a dynamically changing cell load. Various virtualization techniques are evaluated in section VIII.

Virtualization and cloud computing techniques for IT applications are well defined and developed. However, C-RAN application poses different requirements on cloud infrastructure than cloud computing. Table III compares cloud computing and C-RAN requirements on cloud infrastructure.

V. TRANSPORT NETWORK TECHNIQUES

In this section, we begin the presentation on technical solutions enabling C-RAN by discussing on transport network,
covering physical layer architecture, physical medium, possible transport network standards and devices needed to support or facilitate deployments. Moreover, we list and compare IQ compression techniques.

As introduced in Section IV, a C-RAN solution imposes a considerable overhead on the transport network. In this Section, we address a number of transport network capacity issues, evaluating the internal architecture of C-RAN and the physical medium in section V-A as well as transport layer solutions that could support C-RAN in section V-B. An important consideration is to apply IQ compression/decompression between RRH and BBU. Currently available solutions are listed in section V-D.

The main focus of this article is on fronthaul transport network, as this is characteristic for C-RAN. Considerations on backhaul network can be found in, e.g., [56]. The choice of the solution for the particular mobile network operator depends on whether C-RAN is deployed from scratch as green field deployment or introduced on top of existing infrastructure. More on deployment scenarios can be found in section IX.

A. Physical layer architecture and physical medium

1) PHY layer architecture in C-RAN: There are two approaches on how to split base station functions between RRH and BBU within C-RAN in order to reduce transport network overhead.

In the fully centralized solution, L1, L2 and L3 functionalities reside in the BBU Pool, as shown in Figure 9a. This solution intrinsically generates high bandwidth IQ data transmission between RRH and BBU.

In partially centralized solution, shown in Figure 9b, L1 processing is co-located with the RRH, thus reducing the burden in terms of bandwidth on the optical transport links, as the demodulated signal occupies 20 - 50 times less bandwidth [6] than the modulated one. This solution is however less optimal because resource sharing is considerably reduced and advanced features such as CoMP cannot be efficiently supported. CoMP benefits from processing the signal on L1, L2 and L3 in one BBU Pool instead of in several base stations [6]. Therefore a fully centralized solution is more optimal. Other solutions, in between the two discussed above, have also been proposed, where only some specific functions of L1 processing are co-located with the RRH, e.g., L1 pre-processing of cell/sector specific functions, and most of L1 is left in the BBU [57].

2) Physical medium: As presented in [10], only 35% of base stations will be connected through fiber, and 55% by wireless technologies, the remaining 10% by copper on a global scale in 2014. However, the global share of fiber connections is growing. In North America the highest percentage of backhaul connections will be done over fiber - 62.5% in 2014 [58].

Fiber links allow huge transport capacity, supporting up to tens of Gbps per channel. 40 Gbps per channel is now commercially available, while future systems will be using 100 Gbps modules and higher, when their price and maturity will become more attractive [6].

Typical microwave solutions offer from 10 Mbps-100 Mbps up to 1 Gbps range [59], the latter available only for a short range (up to 1.5 km) [58]. In [60] Ghebretensae et al. propose to use E-band microwave transmission in (70/80 GHz) between BBU Pool and RRH. They proved that E-band microwave transmission can provide Gbps capacity, using equipment currently available commercially (2012) on the distance limited to 1-2 km to assure 99.999% link availability and 5-7 km when this requirement is relaxed to 99.9% availability. In the laboratory setup they have achieved 2.5 Gbps on microwave CPRI links. This supports delivering 60 Mbps to the end user LTE equipment.

For small cells deployment, Wi-Fi is seen as a possible solution for wireless backhauling [56]. Therefore, using the same solutions, Wi-Fi can potentially be used for fronthauling. The latest Wi-Fi standard, IEEE 802.11ad, can achieve the maximum theoretical throughput of 7 Gbps. However, the solution is not available on the market yet (2013).

The solution based on copper links is not taken into account for C-RAN, as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) based access can offer only up to 10-100 Mbps.

To conclude, full C-RAN deployment is currently only possible with fiber links between RRH and BBU Pool. In case C-RAN is deployed in a partially centralized architecture, microwave can be considered as a transport medium between RRHs and BBU Pool.

B. Transport network

As fiber is the most prominent solution for the physical medium, its availability for the network operator needs to be taken into account choosing the optimal transport network solution. Moreover, operators may want to reuse their existing
deployments. Various transport network solutions are discussed below [6].

1) **Dark fiber**: Dark fiber is a preferred solution for a BBU Pool with less than 10 macro base stations [6], due to capacity requirements. Dark fiber can be deployed fast and with low cost, because no additional optical transport network equipment is needed. On the other hand, this solution consumes significant fiber resources, therefore network extensibility is a challenge. New protection mechanisms are required in case of failure, as well as additional mechanisms to implement O&M are needed. However, those challenges can be answered. It is fairly inexpensive to upgrade/add new fibers. CPRI products are offering 1+1 backup/ring topology protection features. If dark fiber is deployed with physical ring topology it offers resiliency similar to SDH. O&M capabilities can be introduced in CPRI.

2) **WDM/OTN**: Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)/Optical Transport Network (OTN) solutions are suitable for macro cellular base station systems with limited fiber resources, especially in the access ring. The solution improves the bandwidth on BBU-RRH link, as 40-80 optical wavelength can be transmitted in a single optical fiber, therefore with 10 Gbps large number of cascading RRH can be supported, reducing the demand on dark fiber. On the other hand, high cost of upgrade to WDM/OTN need to be covered. However, as the span on fronthaul network does not exceed tens of kilometers, equipment can be cheaper than in long distance backbone networks. Usage of plain WDM CPRI transceivers was discussed and their performance was evaluated in [61]. [11] applies WDM in their vision of C-RAN transport network.

In [62] Ponzini et al. describe the concept of non-hierarchical WDM-based access for C-RAN. The authors have proven that WDM technologies can more efficiently support clustered base station deployments offering improved flexibility in term of network transparency and costs. Using that concept already deployed fibers, such as Passive Optical Networks (PONs) or metro rings, can be reused to carry any type of traffic, including CPRI, on a common fiber infrastructure. By establishing virtual P2P WDM links up to 48 bidirectional CPRI links per fiber can be supported.

For scarce fiber availability ZTE proposes enhanced fiber connection or xWDM/OTN [54]. Coarse WDM is suitable to be used for TD-SCDMA, while Dense WDM for LTE, due to capacity requirements.

OTN is a standard proposed to provide a way of supervising client’s signals, assure reliability compared with Synchronous Optical NETworking (SONET)/SDH network as well as achieve carrier grade of service. It efficiently supports SONET/SDH as well as Ethernet and CPRI. CPRI can be transported over OTN over low level Optical channel Data Unit (ODU)k containers as described in ITU-T G.709/Y.1331 [63], [64].

3) **Unified Fixed and Mobile access**: Unified Fixed and Mobile access, like UniPON, based on Coarse WDM, combines fixed broadband and mobile access network. UniPON provides both PON services and CPRI transmission. It is suitable for indoor coverage deployment, offers 14 different wavelengths per optical cable, reducing overall cost as a result of sharing. However, it should be designed to be competitive in cost. Such a WDM-OFDMA UniPON architecture is proposed and examined in [65], and a second one, based on WDM-PON in [60]. In [60], referenced also in section V-A2, Ghebretensae et al. propose an end-to-end transport network solution based on Dense WDM(-PON) colorless optics, which supports load balancing, auto configuration and path redundancy, while minimizing the network complexity. In [66] Fabrega et al. show how to reuse the deployed PON infrastructure for RAN with RRHs. Connections between RRHs and BBU are separated using very dense WDM, coherent optical OFDM helps to cope with narrow channel spacings.

4) **Carrier Ethernet**: Carrier Ethernet transport can also be directly applied from RRH towards BBU Pool. In that case, CPRI2Ethernet gateway is needed between RRH and BBU Pool. CPRI2Ethernet gateway needs to be transparent in terms of delay. It should offer multiplexing capabilities to forward different CPRI streams to be carried by Ethernet to different destinations.

The term Carrier Ethernet refers to two things. The first is the set of services that enable to transport Ethernet frames over different transport technologies. The other one is a solution how to deliver these services, named Carrier Ethernet Transport (CET). Carrier Ethernet, e.g., Provider Backbone Bridge - Traffic Engineering (PBB-TE) is supposed to provide carrier grade transport solution and leverage the economies of scale of traditional Ethernet [67]. It is defined in IEEE 802.1Q-2009 standard. It evolved from IEEE 802.1Q Virtual LAN (VLAN) standard through IEEE 802.1ad Provider Bridges (PB) and IEEE 802.1ah Provider Backbone Bridges (PBB). To achieve Quality of Service (QoS) of Ethernet transport service, traffic engineering is enabled in Carrier Ethernet. PBB-TE uses the set of VLAN IDs to identify specific paths to given MAC address. Therefore a connection-oriented forwarding mode can be introduced. Forwarding information is provided by management plane and therefore predictable behavior on predefined paths can be assured. Carrier Ethernet ensures 99.999% service availability. Up to 16 million customers can be supported which removes scalability problem of PBB-TE predecessor [68].

The main challenge in using packet passed Ethernet in the fronthaul is to meet the strict requirements to synchronization and syntonization. Synchronization refers to phase and syntonization to the frequency alignment, respectively. Base stations need to be phase and frequency aligned in order to, e.g., switch between uplink and downlink in the right moment and to stay within their allocated spectrum. For LTE-A frequency accuracy needs to stay within ±50ppb (for a wide area base station) [6.5 in [69]] while phase accuracy of ±1.5µs is required for cell with radius ≤ 3km [70].

C. **Network equipment**

The following network equipment has been developed for usage in C-RAN architecture.

1) **CPRI2Ethernet gateway**: If Ethernet is chosen as a transport network standard, CPRI2Ethernet gateway is needed to
map CPRI data to Ethernet packets, close to or at the interface of RRH towards BBU Pool. Patents on such a solutions have been filed, see for example, [71].

2) IQ data routing switch: China Mobile Research Institute developed a large scale BBU Pool supporting more than 1000 carriers in 2011. The key enabler of this demonstration was a IQ data routing switch [6]. It is based on a Fat-Tree architecture of Dynamic Circuit Network (DCN) technology. In Fat-Tree topology multiple root nodes are connected to separate trees. That ensures high reliability and an easy solution to implement load balancing between BBUs. China Mobile has achieved real time processing and link load balancing. In addition, resource management platform has been implemented.

3) CPRI mux: CPRI mux is a device that aggregates traffic from various radios and encapsulates it for transport over a minimum number of optical interfaces. It can also implement IQ compression/decompression and have optical interfaces: for Coarse WDM and/or Dense WDM. BBU Pool will be demultiplexing the signals multiplexed by the CPRI mux [10].

4) x2OTN gateway: If OTN is chosen as a transport network solution, then CPRI/OBSAI to OTN gateway is needed to map signals from two standards. Altera has a Soft Silicon OTN processor that can map any client into ODU container [72]. The work was started by TPACK. Performance of CPRI and OBSAI over OTN transport network has been proven in [73] for e.g., C-RAN application.

D. IQ Compression schemes and solutions

In C-RAN the expected data rate at the fronthaul link can be 12 to 55 times higher compared to data rate on the radio interface, depending on CPRI IQ sample width and modulation. RRHs transmit raw IQ samples towards BBU cloud, therefore, an efficient compression schemes are needed to optimize such a huge bandwidth transmission over capacity-constrained links. Potential solutions could be to reduce signal sampling rate, use non-linear quantization, frequency sub-carrier compression or IQ data compression [6]. Techniques can be mixed and a chosen scheme is a trade-off between achievable compression ratio, algorithm and design complexity, computational delay and the signal distortion it introduces as well as power consumption, as shown in Figure 10. The following techniques can be used to achieve IQ compression.

Reducing signal sampling rate is a low complex solution having minimal impact on protocols, improves compression up to 66% with some performance degradation [6].

By applying non-linear quantization, more quantization levels are specified for the region in magnitude where more values are likely to be present. This solution improves Quantization SNR (QSNR). Mature, logarithmic encoding algorithms, like µ-Law or A-law are available to specify the step size. Compression efficiency up to 53% can be achieved. This method creates additional Ir interface complexity (interface between RRH and BBU) [6].

IQ data compression can be done using e.g., Digital Automatic Gain Control (DAGC) [6], [74]. This technique is based on reducing the signal’s dynamic range by normalizing the power of each symbol to the average power reference, therefore reducing the signal dynamic range. This method affects Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) deteriorates in DL. Potential high compression rate can be achieved, however the method has a high complexity and no mature algorithms are available.

One example of a frequency domain scheme is to perform sub carrier compression. Implementing the FFT/Inverse FFT (IFFT) blocks in the RRH allows 40% reduction of Ir interface load. It can be easily performed in DL, however RACH processing is a big challenge. This frequency domain compression increases IQ mapping and system complexity. It also requires costly devices, more storage and larger FPGA processing capacity [6]. On top of that, it limits the benefits of sharing the equipment in C-RAN, as L1 processing needs to be assigned to one RRH. Several patents have been filed for this type of compression schemes.

In [75] Grieger et al. present design criteria for frequency domain compression algorithms for LTE-A systems which were then evaluated in large scale urban filed trials. Performance of JD under limited backhaul rates was observed. The authors proved that a Gaussian compression codebook achieves good performance for the compression of OFDM signals. The performance can be improved using Frequency Domain AGC (FDAGC) or decorrelation of antenna signals. However, field tests showed very limited gains for the observed setups.

Samardzija et al. from Bell Laboratories propose an algorithm [76] which reduces transmission data rates. It removes redundancies in the spectral domain, performs block scaling, and uses a non-uniform quantizer. It keeps EVM below 8% (3GPP requirement for 64 QAM, as stated in [69]) for 17% of relative transmission data rate (compression ratio defined as transmission rate achieved after compression to the original one). The algorithm presented by Guo et al. [77], which authors are also associated with Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs removes redundancies in spectral domain, preforms block scaling, and uses non-uniform quantizer. EVM stays within 3GPP requirements in simulations for 30% compression ratio. TD-LTE demo test results showed no performance loss for 50% compression ratio.

Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs’ compression algorithm reduces LTE traffic carried over CPRI interface from 18 Gbps to 8 Gbps [10], achieving a 44% compression ratio.

---

Fig. 10: Factors between which a trade off needs to be reached choosing an IQ compression scheme.

---
TABLE IV: Comparison of IQ compression methods. Compression ratio 33% corresponds to 3:1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Techniques applied</th>
<th>Compression ratio</th>
<th>EVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>removing redundancies in spectral domain</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>preforming block scaling</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>usage of non-uniform quantizer</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>removing redundancies in spectral domain</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>&gt; 1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>preforming block scaling</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>&gt; 1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>usage of non-uniform quantizer</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>&gt; 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>adaption of dynamic range of the signal</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removal of frequency redundancy</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IQ compression</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>removal of frequency redundancy</td>
<td>33% (100% cell load)</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optimized control information transmission</td>
<td>7% (20% cell load)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IQ compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>self-defined robust method performed jointly with base station selection algorithm</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solution discussed in [78] adapts to the dynamic range of the signal, removes frequency redundancy and performs IQ compression creating 10.5 effective bits out of 12 bits of data. This method allows 50% to 25% of compression ratio introducing 0.5%\(^1\) to 8% of EVM and latency below 1 \(\mu\)s for LTE signal. Lorca et al. from Telefonica I + D in [79] propose a lossless compression technique where actual compression ratios depend upon the network load. For downlink direction, the algorithm removes redundancies in the frequency domain. Secondly, the amount of control data is reduced to minimum sending only the necessary information to reconstruct control signals at RRH. Moreover, a special constellation coding is used to reduce number of bits needed to represent constellation symbols for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulations. For uplink direction user detection is used to transmit only occupied carriers. Compression ratio of 33% is achieved at full cell load. Compression ratio up to 6.6% are achieved for 20% cell load.

Park et al. [80] propose a robust, distributed compression scheme applicable for UL transmission, which they combine with an efficient base station selection algorithm. Their current work focuses on implementing layered compression strategy as well as joint decompression and decoding. Results in terms of compression ratio and EVM are not available.

Table IV summarizes and compares various compression methods discussed in this Section. Compression of 33% is achieved by all the algorithms for which the ratio was available. The best result, where the algorithm is known, is achieved by [76] and by [79] under small network load.

To conclude, in order not to lose the cost benefit of BBU Pooling for renting a transport network, mobile network operator needs to either own substantial amount of fiber or use an IQ compression scheme. Moreover, the cost of the optical high speed module must stay comparable to traditional SDH transport equipment in order to make C-RAN economically attractive.

VI. RRH DEVELOPMENT

In this section we present requirements and solutions for RRH that are compatible with C-RAN. The existing RRHs are expected to work in a fully centralized C-RAN architecture in a plug-and-play manner. In case of partially centralized C-RAN architecture L1 needs to be incorporated in RRH.

The biggest difference between RRHs deployed for C-RAN compared to previous solutions is that in C-RAN transmission the signal occurs over many kilometers, while in the latter architecture this distance is shorter, typically up to few kilometers. Therefore the additional delay caused by increased transmission distance needs to be monitored.

In addition, the higher bit rates need to be supported. In order to transport 10 Gbps CPRI rate, the maximum CPRI line bit rate option 8, i.e., 10.1376 Gbps needs to be deployed, which is supported so far by standard CPRI v 6.0 [20]. Additional upgrade of the standard is needed to accommodate more traffic, at least 16 Gbps to fully serve a 3 sector 20 MHz LTE macro cell with 4x2 MIMO [10], see Table II. Existing standards - CPRI and OBSAI can support connections between the BBU Pool and RRHs in C-RAN. Moreover, NGMN in [81] envisions ORI as a future candidate protocol. However, as the nature of the interface between RRH and BBU is changing with an introduction of C-RAN, the existing protocols may need to be redefined in order to be optimized for high volume transmission over long distances.

Alcatel-Lucent is offering a lightRadio solution for C-RAN [10]. It uses a multiband, multistandard active antenna array, with MIMO and passive antenna array support. Alcatel-Lucent is working towards two multiband radio heads (one for high and one for low bands). Built-in digital modules are used for baseband processing. For C-RAN L1, L2 and L3 are separated from radio functions.

In 2012, Ericsson announced the first CPRI over microwave connection implementation [82], which is interesting for operators considering the deployment of a partially centralized C-RAN architecture.

VII. SYNCHRONIZED BBU IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we provide considerations on possible BBU implementation. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different processors types that can be used in C-RAN.

The interconnection between BBUs is required to work with low latency, high speed, high reliability and real time transmission of 10 Gbps. Furthermore, it needs to support CoMP, dynamic carrier scheduling, 1+1 failure protection and offer high scalability. Dynamic carrier scheduling implemented within the BBU Pool enhances redundancy of BBU and increases reliability.

The BBU Pool needs to support 100 base stations for a medium sized urban network (coverage 5x5 km), 1000 base stations for 15x15 km [6]. In addition, it is beneficial...
when BBU has the intelligence to support additional services like Content Distribution Network (CDN), Distributed Service Network (DSN) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [13].

Virtualization of base station resources is needed to hide the physical characteristics of the BBU Pool and enable dynamic resource allocation.

There are also challenges for real time virtualized base station in centralized BBU Pool, like high performance low-power signal processing, real time signal processing, BBU interconnection as well as between chips in a BBU, BBUs in a physical rack and between racks.

Optimal pooling of BBU resources in needed in C-RAN. In [31] Bhavik et al. propose resource pooling scheme to minimize the number of required compute resources. The resource pooling time scale is of the order of several minutes, however, it can be expected it can be done with finer granularity further optimizing the results.

### A. Current multi-standard open platform base station solutions

Operators need to support multiple standards, therefore multi-mode base stations are a natural choice. They can be deployed using either pluggable or software reconfigurable processing boards for different standards [6].

By separating the hardware and software, using e.g., SDR technology, different wireless standards and various services can be introduced smoothly. Currently base stations are built on proprietary platforms (vertical solution). C-RAN is intended to be build on open platforms in order to relief mobile operators from managing multiple, often non-compatible platforms. C-RAN provides also higher flexibility in network upgrades and fosters the creation of innovative applications and services.

### B. Processors

Nowadays, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and embedded Digital Signal Processor (DSP) are used for wireless systems. However, the improvement in the processing power of General Purpose Processor (GPP) used in IT is giving the possibility to bring IT and telecom worlds together and use flexible GPP-based signal processors.

**DSPs** are developed to be specially optimized for real-time signal processing. They are powerful and use multicore (3-6) technology with improved processing capacity. What is important for C-RAN, a real time OS running on DSP facilitates virtualization of processing resources in a real time manner. However, there is no guarantee of backwards compatibility between solutions from different, or even from the same manufacturer, as they are built on generally proprietary platforms.

Texas Instruments [14] favors the usage of specialized wireless System on a Chip (SoC), providing arguments that SoC consumes one-tenth of the power consumed by a typical server chip, and has wireless accelerators and signal processing specialization. Considerations about power consumption of signal processors are essential to achieve reduction in power consumption for C-RAN architecture compared to the traditional RAN. In addition, for the same processing power, a DSP solution will also have a lower price compared to GPP. In [83] Wei et al. present an implementation of SDR system on an ARM Cortex-A9 processor that meets the real-time requirements of communication system. As SDR technology further enables to benefit from C-RAN this is an important proof of concept.

GPPs are getting more and more popular for wireless signal processing applications. The usage of GPP is facilitated by multi-core processing, single-instruction multiple data, low latency off-chip system memory and large on-chip caches. They also ensure backward compatibility, which makes it possible to smoothly upgrade the BBU. Multiple OS’s with real-time capability allow virtualization of base station signal processing.

China Mobile Research Institute proved that commercial IT servers are capable of performing signal processing in a timely manner. Intel is providing the processors for both C-RAN and traditional RAN [13]. More on Intel GPP solutions for DSP can be found in [84]. In [85], Kai et al. present a prototype of a TD-LTE eNB using a GPP. It did not meet real-time requirements of LTE system, which is of great concern when using general processors for telecommunication applications. It used 6.587 ms for UL processing, with turbo decoding and FFT taking most of it and 1.225 ms for DL processing, with IFFT and turbo coding being again the most time consuming. However, this system was based on a single core, and multi-core implementation with 4 cores should make the latency fall within the required limits. Another approach to reach the requirements is to optimize the turbo decoder as described in [86], where Zhang et al. prove that using multiple threads and a smart implementation, 3GP requirements can be met. De-rate Matching and demodulation have been optimized for GPP used for LTE in [87]. In [88] Katz et al. propose to introduce a dedicated co-processor optimized for wireless and responsible for critical and computation intensive tasks. This optimizes power consumption at the cost of decreased flexibility. They have considered different CPU partitioning approaches for LTE-A case.

The issue of real-time timing control and synchronization for SDR has been addressed in [89]. A real-time and high precision clock source is designed on a GPP-based SDR platforms and users are synchronized utilizing Round-Trip Delay (RTD) algorithm. The mechanism is experimentally validated.

Table V summarizes the characteristics of DSP and GPP.

### Table V: DSP and GPP processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSP</th>
<th>GPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>dedicated solutions</td>
<td>general purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor compatibility</td>
<td>vendor specific, proprietary</td>
<td>higher compatibility between vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward compatibility</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>assured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time processing</td>
<td>optimized, achieved</td>
<td>only possible with high power hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtualization of BBU</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VIII. VIRTUALIZATION

In this section, we present research and development work on wireless network virtualization. We discuss technologies related to the wireless virtualization architecture, the hardware platform, and link resources. These three aspects have evolved together rather than independently. Furthermore, we present ongoing work on Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) which can enhance C-RAN deployments, although they are not required.

A. Virtualization concept

Virtualization enables the creation of logically isolated networks over abstracted physical networks which can be shared in a flexible and dynamic way. Virtualization technology has been deployed for many years for data storage virtualization, desktop virtualization and network virtualization. Network virtualization is an important technique for the realization of a C-RAN architecture. The network virtualization contains a group of virtual nodes and virtual links. Multiple virtual networks coexist on the same physical substrate. Deploying the virtual networks for the heterogeneous network architecture promotes flexible control, low cost, efficient resource usage, and diversified applications [90].

In the context of BBU pooling, network virtualization separates not only data storage but also applications, operating systems and management control. BBU Pool operates over a set of hardware platforms including CPU, memory, Network Interface Card (NIC) and so on. The virtualization solution is implemented via operating systems, i.e., Linux. The functions of a base station are realized as software instances, which are called the Virtual Base Stations (VBSs). Multiple VBSs share the common resources such as hardware and systems, as shown in Figure 11, which in turns offers the opportunity of efficient and flexible utilization.

Within the VBS Pool, several virtual operators share a common network environment, a common programming environment and IT platform. A virtual machine has the same networking properties as a physical machine.

The following motivations support the deployment of a VBS:

- Reduce the investment capital
- Provide services with different authentication mechanisms
- Reduce cost and minimize time consumption for testbed environment
- Scalability in terms of adding or removing virtual operators. The general trend seems to be to develop Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) simply offering infrastructure for rent. An example might be RAN-as-a-Service (RANaaS), where RAN is offered like a cloud-service [91], [92].

The key requirements of network virtualization are isolation, customization and efficient resource utilization [93]. In this paper, we summarize the challenges in two folds: the virtualization of computation resources and the virtualization of network resources.

1) Virtualization of computational resources. Realizing the virtualization of computational resources includes ensuring massive parallelism for real-time applications, minimizing the computation latency within the Operating System (OS), reducing the communication latency among VBS entities, and keeping the clocks synchronized among base stations.

2) Virtualization of the network resources. Another aspect of wireless network virtualization is the virtual wireless interface. Due to the characteristics of wireless medium, the physical link is vulnerable to change and the attached user groups frequently changes because of mobility. Sharing wireless interfaces among different virtual wireless network operators faces challenges such as: switching between virtual network operators; different authentication and security; different usage of bandwidth resources.

B. Virtualization solutions

1) Proposals on wireless network virtualization architecture.

The actual concept of C-RAN is an example of network virtualization [6]. It is based on a WNC concept proposed in [9], which allows mobile virtual network operators to share the network resources and balance the workload over a low cost platform. The Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) project has proposed and developed several network platforms of wireless network virtualization [94]. In [95], [96] the authors specify the challenges and solutions for the virtual Wi-Fi networks. The virtual Wi-Fi network is implemented and tested. Solutions used for Wi-Fi network are applicable for small cells and can therefore serve as inspiration for mobile networks. In the LTE domain, Zaki et al. [97] and Zhao et al. [98] study the requirements and design issues about the LTE wireless virtualization by means of simulation.

2) Proposals on implementation of hardware virtualization.

Intel has developed a prototype of virtualized BBU Pool for C-RAN in collaboration with China Mobile. It is running on
Intel Xeon processors and processes TD-LTE signals. Intel's virtualization technology supports dynamic resource allocation and power management, making signal and application processing more efficient [13]. Zhu et al. in [99] discuss their realization of migration from the traditional view of software radio to the concept of a wireless network cloud. A demonstration of an Ethernet based RRH based WiMAX base station prototype is shown. This paper presented the design of VBS pool and discussed the challenges. Aljabari et al. [100] presented their approach on implementing multiple wireless LANs on a single physical infrastructure with different security standards. Coskun et al. [101] present their realization of virtual 802.11 interfaces by using a Power Saving Mechanism. A mobile station connects to more than one network simultaneously and switches between those networks. In [102], a method for performing soft handover in the link and network layers via network virtualization is proposed.

3) Proposals on implementation of resource virtualization: Li et al. [103] propose an LTE virtualization framework that enables multiple Virtual Operators (VOs) and multiple eNBs to share spectrum. Different VOs utilize the same physical eNB device, where a so called hypervisor periodically allocates spectrum resources using the proposed sharing algorithms. Bhanage et al. [104] propose a virtual Wireless LAN (WLAN) network architecture and addressed the problem of sharing UL bandwidth resource across groups of users. In [105] authors introduce and evaluate CloudMAC, an architecture for enterprise WLANs in which MAC frames are generated and processed on virtual access points hosted in a datacenter. Control is realized via OpenFlow-enabled network. A virtualization substrate for WiMAX networks has been designed and implemented in [93]. The flow scheduling framework is discussed for efficient resource allocation and sufficient isolation among virtual operators. Zhao et al. [98] discuss the LTE virtualization model and the spectrum sharing strategy, which leads to an improved multiplexing gain among virtual operators.

C. Ongoing work on SDN and NFV

SDN is an evolving paradigm in networking that makes a clear distinction between the control and data planes and considers network switches as dummy packet forwarding devices logically controlled by a centralized entity. SDN provides lots of benefits compared to legacy network architectures. It eases network devices configuration from a single location - the controller - having a global view of the network [106]. While SDN has been widely adopted for core network, e.g., [107], Gudipati et al. in [108] propose a Software Defined centralized control plane for Radio Access Network (SoFtRAN). SoftRAN adopts a two-tier model where part of the control stays within the nodes - the part that requires frequent decisions with a local scope and part goes to the central controller - the part that requires less frequent decisions but with a more global scope. In the central controller we find an abstraction of the nodes where geographically distributed base stations are considered as a "virtual big base station". This is an elegant alternative to the fully distributed control plane in LTE networks and the fully centralized control plane in 3G networks (RNC). The author claims that this framework can effectively perform load balancing, interference management, maximizing throughput and utility in Radio Access Network. In [109], Pentikousis et al. advance the state of the art in SDN by introducing software-defined mobile network (SDMN) architecture, where they employ network virtualization. MobileFlow control stratum interfaces with OpenFlow network. The concept was validated experimentally and proved that using SDMN carrier can flexibly configure on-demand network architecture, radio coverage and so on. SDMN can be used for introducing innovative services including improved monitoring and management of network resources. The "Connectivity management for eneRgy Optimized Wireless Dense networks" (CROWD) project [110] claims that SDN for mobile networks is an effective solution for MAC layer reconfiguration, dynamic backhaul reconfiguration, and connectivity management in dense and heterogeneous wireless networks [111]. These recent works that target RAN with RRHs (SoftRAN, CROWD) would also benefit operators in the deployment of C-RAN. In the C-RAN context, SDN approach can be a suitable solution for dynamic resource allocation and traffic load balancing between different BBUs, and automatic recovery during hardware failure.

The ETSI NFV working group was created by world’s leading telecom operators such as AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, Orange, Verizon, Telefonica, Telecom Italia and BT in 2012. They have been working with other telecom operators, technology providers, and equipment vendors to create the ETSI Industry Specification Group (ISG) for NFV. Their intended scope is to provide a common terminology and framework for developing standards and products. NFV [112] aims to address the issues of current hardware lifecycle by leveraging existing virtualization technologies to deploy network functions as software running in industry standard high volume servers, switches and storage devices located in data centers, network nodes and in the end-user premises. The expected advantages are the reduced equipment cost, power consumption and accelerated new features maturation cycle. With NFV, operators have high flexibility for introducing services based on geography and customer sets. They can also share resources with other operators and services. Though NFV has many advantages, there are also a number of technical challenges. The main challenge is the integration of various hardware and software (hypervisors) from different vendors. The ETSI working group believes that the collaborative effort between network and IT industries with their complementary expertise can address these challenges by bringing up standardized approaches with common architecture [113]. Though NFV working group at present mainly focuses on standardization of the core network virtualization [114], they stated in [115] that base stations virtualisation using IT technology is also expected to provide the same advantages such as lower energy consumption due to dynamic resource allocation and traffic load balancing and ease in operation and management. The main difference with the core network approach is the stringent need to use high performance general purpose processors and real-time processing virtualization techniques to achieve the required signal processing capacity.
It also requires the deployment of BBU pool that implement LTE-A features such as CoMP [115].

Although the NFV of the C-RAN is yet to be done, the industry standard NFV approach can benefit a lot the C-RAN thanks to its flexibility in using hardware and software components from different vendors. Any updates or upgrades required by new features would be simple software update rather than replacement of hardware as in today’s legacy networks. NFV and SDN are both beneficial for operators and NFV can be deployed without SDN and vice-versa.

IX. LIKELY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

C-RAN is intended to be an alternative delivery of cellular standards, like UMTS, LTE, LTE-A and beyond. It is a RAN deployment applicable to most typical scenarios, like macro-, micro- and picocell, as well as for indoor coverage. In this section we elaborate on likely deployment scenarios for C-RAN including green field deployments, i.e., establishing the network from scratch, as well as deployment of additional cells for boosting the capacity of an existing network. Moreover, we list different stages of C-RAN deployment to leverage its full potential.

It is advised to deploy C-RAN in metropolitan area to benefit from statistical multiplexing gain, as users are moving through the day, but still remain within the maximum distance (resulting from propagation and processing delay, up to 40 km) between RRH and BBU. However, a metropolitan area might be served by a few BBU Pools.

A. Green field deployment

In case of green field deployment, RRH and BBU Pool placement need to be arranged according to network planning. Physical medium and transport solution can be designed according to C-RAN specific requirements.

In our previous work [30] we evaluated the most beneficial C-RAN deployments. For the analyzed traffic model, we conclude that to maximize statistical multiplexing gain it is advisable to serve 20-30% of office base stations and 70-80% of residential base stations in one BBU Pool. Both analytical and simulation based approach confirm the results.

The analysis on the cost of deployments from the same work shows that in order to minimize TCO a ratio of cost of one BBU to the cost of one kilometer of fiber deployment should be above 3. The ratio is smaller at the same area areas compared to larger (400 km²) areas. Therefore, C-RAN is more promising for small scale deployments for urban areas with densely placed cells.

B. C-RAN for capacity boosting

Small cells are a likely scenario for RRHs and C-RAN. Release 12 of mobile standards addresses enhancement of small cell deployment [116], as adding new cells is the most promising way to increase network capacity. In [59] authors envision that small cells enhancements will be deployed with and without macro coverage, sparsely or densely, outdoor and indoor, being connected through ideal and non-ideal backhaul. Frequencies will be separately assigned to macro- and small cells. C-RAN fits into these target scenarios. It also fulfills the requirements for small cells enhancements, supporting both operator and user deployed cells, Self-Organizing Networks (SON) mechanisms as well as co-existence and networking between different RATs.

In mobile networks within an underlying macro cell many small cells can be deployed to boosts network capacity and quality in homes, offices and public spaces. When a user will move out of small cell coverage, he will change the cell to the macro cell. In order to support such an architecture, a coordination is required between macro- and small cells. The deployment of small cells with C-RAN architecture reduces signaling resources as they are supported by one BBU pool, not many base stations. To deploy C-RAN for capacity improvement, some of the existing BBUs can be moved to the BBU Pool. RHs can remain in the same location, and additional ones can be added. Various possibilities of capacity improvement deployment scenarios are listed below [57]. The combination of mentioned solutions is also possible.

a) HetNets. Existing BBUs of macro Base Stations can be replaced by BBU Pool and additional RRHs can be deployed to form small cells.

b) Cell split. Existing macro cells can be split into smaller ones increasing the system capacity. Interference management techniques are needed as all the cells will operate at the same frequency. As explained in Section III-C, C-RAN can enhance cooperative techniques like CoMP and eICIC. This scenario can also be used to provide indoor coverage by deploying RRHs on each floor of the building or group of offices offering high capacity. However, in this scenario Wi-Fi can be a cheaper solution, if users will have Wi-Fi connection in their devices switched on, enabling of offload from cellular network to Wi-Fi.

c) Overlay. Additional frequency band or a new cellular standard can be introduced to boost system capacity. In Figure 12 one RRH provides coverage in frequency $f_1$. Additional RRHs operating on frequency $f_2$ provide overlay coverage. Efficient interference management techniques like CoMP and eICIC are needed in this scenario, as many RRH operate at the same frequency $f_2$.

d) Super hot spots, e.g., stadium, transportation hub. It is a scenario where many users are present in one location. Small cells are needed to assure the capacity, as well as provide the coverage in complex scenery, e.g., with balconies, ramps, etc. The density of users is high, therefore it is crucial to efficiently support interference management schemes like CoMP and eICIC.

e) Railway/highway. Users are moving with a fast speed in this scenario, therefore BBU Pool shall handle frequent handovers faster than traditional RAN.

Figure 12 summarizes C-RAN transport solutions and physical layer architecture discussed in the article. Moreover, a possibility of sharing BBU Pool and rent RANaaS is emphasized. For a particular network operator the choice of physical
medium and transport network depends on whether an existing infrastructure is already deployed.

C. Different stages of deployment

The path towards complete deployment of C-RAN can be paved through following stages [117].

1) Centralized RAN, where baseband units are deployed centrally supporting many RRHs. However, resources are not pooled, nor virtualized.

2) Cloud RAN
   - Phase 1, where baseband resources are pooled. Baseband processing is done using specialized baseband chip - DSPs,
   - Phase 2, where resources are virtualized, using GPP, thereby leveraging full benefits of C-RAN.

X. ONGOING WORK

In this section we introduce projects focused on C-RAN definition and development. Moreover, we present the survey on field trials and developed prototypes as well as the announcement of first commercial deployment.

A. Joint effort

Both academic and industrial communities are focusing their attention on C-RAN in a number of projects. China Mobile has invited industrial partners to sign Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on C-RAN. The companies mentioned below have already signed a MoU with China Mobile Research Institute, and therefore engaged to work on novel C-RAN architectures: ZTE, IBM, Huawei, Intel, Orange, Chuanhua Telecom, Alcatel-Lucent, Datang Mobile, Ericsson, Nokia Siemens Networks and recently (February 2013) ASOCS. Some equipment vendors have also started to develop C-RAN fundamental building blocks (see sections V - VIII).
The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) alliance has proposed requirements and solutions for a new RAN implementation in the project "Project Centralized processing, Collaborative Radio, Real-Time Computing, Clean RAN System (P-CRAN)" [118]. One of the project outcomes is a description of use cases for C-RAN and suggestions for solutions on building and implementing C-RAN [57].

Three projects sponsored by the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) for Research of the European Commission have been running since November 2012. The "Mobile Cloud Networking" (MCN) project [119] evaluates and seizes the opportunities that cloud computing can bring to mobile networks. It is the biggest out of FP7 projects in terms of financial resources. 19 partners work on decentralized cloud computing infrastructure that provides an end-to-end mobile network architecture from the air interface to the service platforms, using cloud computing paradigm for an on-demand and elastic service. The "High capacity network Architecture with Remote Radio Heads & Parasitic antenna arrays" (HARP) project [120] focuses on demonstrating a novel C-RAN architecture based on RRHs and electronically steerable passive antenna radiators (ESPARs), which provide multi-antenna-like functionality with a single RF chain only. The "Interworking and JOINt Design of an Open Access and Backhaul Network Architecture for Small Cells based on Cloud Networks" (JOIN) project [121] introduces the novel concept of RANaaS [91], where C-RAN is flexibly realized on a centralized open IT platform based on a cloud infrastructure. It aims at integrating small cells, heterogeneous backhaul and centralized processing. The main scope of the CROWD project [110] are very dense heterogeneous wireless access networks and integrated wireless-wired backhaul networks. The focus is put on SDN, which is relevant for C-RAN. Table VI summarizes research directions relevant for C-RAN and in which works they have been addressed.

### B. C-RAN prototype

China Mobile, together with its industry partners - IBM, ZTE, Huawei, Intel, Datang China Mobile, France Telecom Beijing Research Center, Beijing University of Post and Telecom and China Science Institute developed GPP based C-RAN prototype supporting GSM, TD-SCDMA and TD-LTE. The prototype is running on Intel processor-based servers [13]. A commercial IT server processes IQ samples in real time. PCI Express, a high-speed serial computer expansion bus is connected to CPRI/Ir interface converter, which carries the signal towards RRHs. L1, L2 and L3 of GSM and TD-SCDMA as well as L1 TD-LTE are supported. Future plans cover implementing L2 and L3 of TD-LTE and LTE-A features like ICIC, CoMP and Massive MIMO [6].

Ericsson Beijing proved their concept of connecting LTE RRH and BBU using WDM-PON and the microwave E-band link, as described in [60]. This proves the novel transport network concept, that can be used for C-RAN. However, the test was done for only 2.5 Gbps connection, while 10 Gbps is desired for C-RAN macro base station. Moreover, at Ericsson Beijing setup, the joint UL COMP was evaluated in [46]. NEC built OFDMA-based (here WiMAX) C-RAN test-bed with a reconfigurable fronthaul [33].

### C. China Mobile field trial

China Mobile is running C-RAN trials in commercial networks in several cities in China since 2010 [6].

In the GSM trial of C-RAN in Changsha 18 RRHs were connected in dairy-chain with one pair of fiber [6], [54]. By using multi-RRH in one cell, improvement in radio performance and user experience was measured. Reduced inter-site handover delay was achieved, as handover was handled within one BBU Pool.

The trial in Zuhai City, done on TD-SCDMA network showed advantages in terms of cost, flexibility and energy saving over traditional RAN. Dynamic carrier allocation adapted to dynamic load on the network. No change of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for radio performance was observed.

### TABLE VI: Research directions for C-RAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research direction</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantifying multi-plexing gains, energy and cost savings</td>
<td>1) Dynamic changes of RRH-BBU Pool assignment as well pooling the resources within a BBU Pool helps maximizing multiplexing gains in C-RAN. 2) Work on evaluating energy and cost savings in C-RAN is ongoing, where a multiplexing gain is one of the factors.</td>
<td>[46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118], [119], [120], [121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless fronthaul for C-RAN</td>
<td>It has been analyzed to what extent the cooperative techniques such as ICIC, CoMP and Massive MIMO can be enhanced in C-RAN.</td>
<td>[55], [61], [64], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fronthaul for C-RAN</td>
<td>Although primary physical medium for C-RAN fronthaul is fiber, there are efforts to make transmission possible through microwave or even, on short distances through Wi-Fi.</td>
<td>[66], [60], [92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ compression</td>
<td>In order to reduce the need of a high bandwidth on the fronthaul links, various compression schemes were proposed utilizing signal properties as well as varying networking load.</td>
<td>[46], [10], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving towards software virtualization solutions</td>
<td>Various works on networking, resource and hardware virtualization in wireless communication is relevant for BBU Pool virtualization in C-RAN. By means of 2) NEV and 3) SDN benefits can be further leveraged.</td>
<td>[61], [9], [13], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment scenarios</td>
<td>Literature summarizes considerations on deployment scenarios covering the optimal architectures for the given fiber resources as well as possibilities of deployments to boost the capacity of the network. Moreover, an analysis has been done on how to maximize the multiplexing gains by grouping cells with a given traffic profiles in a BBU Pool.</td>
<td>[101], [17], [30], [57]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
served. CAPEX and OPEX were reduced by 53% and 30%, respectively for new cell sites compared to traditional RAN. Reduced A/C consumption was observed for C-RAN compared to RAN with RRH. A decrease in base station construction and maintenance cost was also observed. Moreover, base station utilization was improved leading to reduced power consumption [6].

In the field trial in Guangzhou the dual-mode BBU-RRH supported 3G/4G standards. On 12 sites 36 LTE 20 MHz carriers were deployed [35].

D. First commercial deployment

Korea Telecom announced at the end of 2011 their plans on the first commercial deployment of C-RAN. It will cover LTE, 3G, WiMAX, and Wi-Fi technologies. They developed the so called Cloud Communications Center (CCC) architecture together with Samsung, who provides modems and Intel, who contributes with its expertise in servers and data centers. 1000 servers based on GPP are planned to be used in one BBU Pool, where the architecture manages 144 base stations per server [122].

XI. Conclusions

This article presents a detailed overview of a novel mobile network architecture called C-RAN and discusses the advantages and challenges that need to be solved before its benefits can be fully exploited. C-RAN has the potential to reduce the network deployment and operation cost and, at the same time, improve system, mobility and coverage performance as well as energy efficiency. A broad introduction is devoted to LTE-A features, i.e., CoMP and eICIC, which C-RAN can enhance.

The work towards resolving C-RAN challenges has been presented. Critical aspects such as the need for increased capacity in the fronthaul, virtualization techniques for the BBU pool and hardware implementation have been discussed in this paper. First prototypes and field trials of networks based on C-RAN have also been presented, together with most likely deployment scenarios.

While the concept of C-RAN has been clearly defined, more research is needed to find an optimal architecture that maximizes the benefits behind C-RAN. Mobile network operators as well as telecommunication industry show a very high interest in C-RAN due to the fact that it offers potential cost savings, improved network performance and possibility to offer IaaS. However, the implementation of C-RAN needs to be justified by particular network operators taking into the account available fronthaul network capacity and compression schemes as well as cost of virtualization of BBU resources.
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